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ABSTRACT 
We present a topological and an internal characterization of IR-embeddable ml-trees. Further- 
more we obtain topological equivaIents of developability for o,-trees. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this note R-embeddable trees are characterized in a topological and in an 
internal way. Two of these characterizations parallel the usual characterizations 
of Q-embeddability (developability and the property that the tree can be written 
as the union of countably many antichains). We show that a tree is R- 
embeddable iff it has a G6-diagonal (analogue of developability) iff the set of 
points on a successor level can be written as the union of countably many 
antichains iff this same set is an F,-set in the tree. The second result deals with 
developable trees. We give a partial answer to a question of Fleissner [6] namely 
whether perfect (i.e. closed sets are Gd) trees must be developable. Perfect trees 
have a Cd-diagonal by our first result and if we add an extra condition then we 
get developability (the extra condition is that the tree is either a wd-space or 
semi-stratifiable (= “monotonically perfect”)). 
1. DEFINITIONS 
A tree is a poset T= ( T, < r) such that for all XE T2 = (y E Tjy < TV} is well 
ordered by < r. The order type of 2 is denoted by M(x), the height of X. 
T, = {XE T/ M(x) = a} is the a-th level of T. If C is a set of ordinals then 
TpC={xg Tjht(x)~ C), in particular Tpa=(x~ Tjht(x)<a}. 
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A branch is a maximal chain. An a-branch is a branch of length a. An anti- 
chain is a subset of pairwise incomparable elements. ST= {XE TIM(x) is a 
successor}. If x E.& then x- denotes the immediate predecessor of x. For x E T: 
S(x) = (YE T/x< ry~ht(y) = M(x) + l}, the set of direct successors of x. 
/~=(~EccQ Iais a limit). Tis called an or-tree iff 
(9 T., =0, 
(ii) VUEU~ :O<(T,)IcuO, 
(iii) VUE/?EO~VXE Ta2yl,y2~ Tp(yI#y2~~<ry1,y2) and 
(iv) VUE/~V.X,~E T,(Z=y+x=y). 
We assume in addition that To consists of one point 0, the root of the tree. 
The tree topology on T is defined by taking the following collection as an 
open basis: 
An cul-tree T is called 
Aronszajn iff T has no uncountable branches, 
special iff T can be written as the union of countably many antichains, 
pseudospecial iff ST can be written as the union of countably many antichains. 
If (X, I ) is a poset then T is called X-embeddable iff there is a 
mapf: T+Xs.t. x<,y+f(x)<f(y). 
Standard topological notions can be found in [5]. 
Let X be a topological space. 
X is said (i) to be developable, (ii) to be a wd -space [l], (iii) to have a Ga- 
diagonal iff there exists a sequence ( nJ,}n E w of open covers of X satisfying: 
(i) VXE X {St(x, Iw,)),, w is a local base at x, 
(ii) VxEX if (yn)nEw is a sequence s.t. 0 : yn E St(x, 9,) then (y,), E w has a 
cluster point, 
(iii) VXEX (x)=nnEw St&, “u,) [equivalently the diagonal is a Gd-set in 
XXX]. 
X is said to be semistratifiable [2] iff to each closed set FcX one can assign a 
sequence (OK n)),, w of open sets, such that: F= nnEw O(F, n) and if FC G 
then Vn E w O(F, n) c O(G, n), equivalently iff there exists a function g : Xx u+ 
+{open sets) such that V’EX{X} = nllEW g(x,n) and if Cv,), is a sequence in X 
and if x E g(yn, n) Vn then yn +x. 
X is said to be subparacompact if every open cover of X has a a-discrete 
closed refinement. 
X is said to be a-discrete if X can be written as the union of countably many 
closed discrete subspaces. 
An ml-tree is developable iff it is special iff it is Qembeddable (see [3] for a 
proof of the first and [4] for a proof of the second “iff”). 
2. G,-DIAGONALS AND DEVELOPABILITY 
In this section we shall characterize wr-trees with a Gd-diagonal (for topo- 
logists) and R-embeddable ml-trees (for set-theorists) in terms of antichains. In 
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addition we shall give some topological equivalents of developability of ul- 
trees, thereby partially answering a question of Fleissner [6]. 
Note that having a Gd-diagonal is the pseudo-character analogue of being 
developable, so the next theorem explains the name pseudospecial in $ 1. 
2.1. THEOREM The following are equivalent for an or-tree T with tree 
topology: 
(i) T has a Gd-diagonal, 
(ii) T is pseudo-special, 
(iii) T is IR-embeddable, 
(iv) TrA is a Gd-set of T. 
PROOF. (i)-+(ii) Let (02/,),E, be a Gd-diagonal sequence of open coverings. 
For all XE ST, the number n(x) = min {II Ix- $ St(x, qn)> is well-defined, hence 
&=U nfw A, whereA,=(xE&In(x)=n} for all n. 
It suffices therefore to partition each A, into countably many antichains. 
Claim: If n E w and XE T then Z&4,, is finite. 
For suppose it is infinite and let {xi 1 if w> be its initial segment of length o. 
Put y = SupjE w xi I TX and take UE “a,, and z < ry such that (z,y] c U. 
Picki~ws.t.z~~x,.,then{x~~,x~+,}C(z,y]CkT,andsox~~ESt(x~+~,~~/,)a 
contradiction. 
For m E cc), let A,,, = (xix is minimal in A, \Ujtm Aai), 
Each A,,, m clearly is an antichain and if x E A, and /at%, 1 =p then x E A,, . 
so An = UffzEcu Arz,rn is the union of countably many antichains. 
(ii) + (iii) Th is was shown by Baumgartner in [O]. For completeness ake we 
include a proof. 
Assume ST= Ur=r A, where each A, is an antichain. 
ForxESrput n(x)=min (njx~A,]. 
We shall define an embedding f: T+ R as follows: 
- f(O) = 0, 
- if n(x)=1 putf(x)=l, 
- take n E TV. \{l} and assume f(u) is defined s.t. f(u) I n(u) for each u with 
n(u) < n. 
Take XE ST with n(x) = n. 
P~tA,={yIy<~x~n(y)<n)U{O} andB,=(ylx<TrnnOl)<n}. 
If & = 0 put f(x) = n. 
If &#0 define yX and z, as follows: y,=max A, and pick Z,E& s.t. f(z,) = 
=min {f(u) 1 u E B,} and n(zJ is minimal among all numbers n(z) where z 
satisfies f(z) = min {f(u) I u E B,}. 
Now put f(x) =AY,> + 3 - “df(z,) --ft~x))~ 
This defines f(x) for x E ST. 
Take XE Ty/l. We shall show that 
(*I sup {f(y)Iy~ZnS~)<f(z) forallzeS(x). 
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Hence if we then define&)= sup {f(y)ly EK~S~} for all XE 7’y/i, we get 
the desired embedding. 
We now prove (*): 
Case 1: (f(z) 1 z E S(x)) has no minimum. 
In this case we have for all z E S(X): 
Case 2: There is a z E S(X) s. t. f(z) = min (f(u) 1 u E S(x)). 
Pick such a z, such that n = n(z,) is minimal. 
Puty,=min (2+4,2,1nUi5nAi=0j. 
Note that yXe Uisn Aia 
Enumerate (u,,x] as (uili~ n\l} s.t. i<jHn(uJ<n(z.+). 
We shall show that f(uJ rf(y,) + xi= 1 3-jdf(z,) -f&)), which implies that 
f(x) I +fcv,> + &f(zJ <AZ,), and hence f(x) <f(z) for all z E S(x). 
i= 1: It is easy to see that yX=yU, andf(z,) =f(zUJ so that 
f(4) =fcyJ f 3 - nT.fw -fcYxN %folx) + 3 - ‘cf(zJ -f(u,)). 
i22: If Ui<T& for some k<i, then 
If z~~<~uj for allj<i then pick k<i s.t. uk is maximal. In this case &=yUj and 
flz,) =f(zujh so that 
flui) =fbk) + 3 - n(ui’df(zx> -f(uk)) 
SKY,) + ;: 3 -=azx) -f(ux)) + 3 -‘M-G) -fcv,N 
j=l 
(iii)+(iv) Letf: T--+ R be an embedding. 
We can assume that f[$ U {g}] C Q (if not lower f(O) to some rational and 
pick if necessary a rational qx betweenf(x-) andf(x) and redefinef(x) = qx for 
XE ST). 
For all q E Q A, = {x If(x) = q} is an antichain, hence closed and discrete in 57 
And so ST U (0) = UQE Q (A,\ TrA) is an F0 i.e. Ty/l is a G6. 
(iv)-+(i) Suppose TF/1= nn E w 0, with each 0, open in T. For XE Tr/1 put 
x,=min {yEZ2I(JJ,X]Cnj,, Oi)nEO. 
ForallnEWput ~~={(~~,x]~xET~/~)U{~~}~~~S~U(()}}. 
Then V4JHEw is a Gd-sequence for T. 
For XES~U{()) pick n~o s.t. ~60, then ST(x, %$={x}. 
For XE Tr/i, note that $t(x, @n)C(yfyI~XV~ITy}. 
So it suffices to find for each y withy < TX or x< Ty an IZ E o s,t. y $ St&, en). 
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If y<Tx, let y + be the successor of y below x. Pick n s-t. y I- @ 0,, then 
Y (3 WG %A 
If x< TV then, by the above reasoning applied to y, there is an n E (I) s. t, 
x$ St& %jj) i.e. y $ St(x, qn). q 
Fleissner asked whether each al-tree which is perfect in the tree topology 
must be developable [6]. Theorem 3 .l shows that such trees must have a Gg- 
diagonal, but since there exist R-embeddable trees which are not Q-embeddable 
(at least under 0) [0], [3], this does not solve the problem. 
We can however characterize developability by “perfect + something more”. 
2.2. THEOREM. The following are equivalent for an w,-tree T with tree 
topology: 
(i) T is developable, 
(ii) T is semi-stratifiable, 
(iii) T is subparacompact, 
(iv) T is a-discrete, 
(v) T is a perfect WA-space, 
(vi) T is a WA -space with a Ed-diagonal. 
PROOF. (i)-+(ii)-+(iii) and (i) ( ) -+ v are well-known and (v)+(vi) follows from 
theorem 2.1., so it suffices to show (iii)-+(iv)+(i) and (vi)-+(i). 
(iii)-t(iv): Let 9= Un,, $$ be a closed refinement of the open cover 
WJ1L.T~ such that each Yn is discrete. 
Since each FE Y is countable, we can enumerate it as {x(F, i) 1 in U> (with 
repetitions if necessary). 
Now put K,,i = {x(F, i) JFE 5} n, i E w. Then each K,,i is closed and discrete 
and T=U,., u % = UAJitw Kl,;. 
(iv)+(i): It suffices to show that Tcan be written as the union of countably 
many antichains, but, since Tis g-discrete it is enough to show that each closed 
discrete subset is the union of countably many antichains. 
So, let D be a closed discrete subset of T. The set Dfl [0,x] is finite for each x 
in T, since [&xl is always compact. So D = lJn,, D,, where 
D,={dED 1 ldcflDl =n} 
is an antichain for each n. 
(vi)+(i): Let ( YR),, w be a WA-sequence and let {Cg}n EW be a GB-sequence 
of open coverings. 
~x~Tr/l~nfwpickx,<~xs.t.x,txand~G~~~~~~~:(x,,x]~GnH. 
Put ~,=((x,,~l}xer~nU{{x)/x~T\Tr~} nfm. 
It suffices to show that ,9(x, ?&.J c [Qx] for all m greater than some II E C.Q. 
Note that ( o#n}nE w is both a WA- and a Gd-sequence. 
Pick XE T. 
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Suppose that Sf(x, 4&) flS(x) is infinite for all n. Then pick inductively 
hf wnw, %)I \{Uilien* 
Then yn E St(x, “J,) for all n but (JJ~)~~ w fails to have a clusterpoint, contra- 
diction. 
So take no s.t. S(x) nSt(x, s,) is finite. 
It is then possible to find nl >no s.t. 
s~(x, qn, ) n S(X) = st(x, f4fnI) n S(X) n st(x, qn,) = 0. 
But then for m 1 nl 2(x, ‘“J,) C [Q x] . Cl 
2.3. REMARK. There are some more cases in which the answer to Fleissner’s 
question is positive. 
1. A tree which is perfect is Aronszajn because it is R-embeddable, so under 
MA + 1 CH every perfect tree is special and hence developable. 
2. If for all x E rS(x) is finite then Tis developable iff it is perfect iff it has 
a GJ-diagonal. This is implicitly shown in the proof of theorem 2.2 (vi)+(i), 
where the wd-property was used only to ensure that St(x, ?&)fJS(x) is finite for 
some n. 
3. Let A = (x]S(x) is infinite}. If T is perfect and {ht(x) IXE A} is non- 
stationary, then T is developable. 
PROOF. Let CC~ be cub such that x~A+ht(x)$C. Write TrC=nn,, 0, 
with each 0, open and O,, I c 0, for each n, let { $},>,,, be a G&-diagonal 
sequence of open coverings and let { qnjnew be a development for the open 
metrizable subspace T\(TrC) of T such that 6&+ I refines 4YR for each II. 
For XE Tyn and n E LL) pick x, EZ as follows: if x$ TrC make sure (x,,x] c 
some UE “tin, if x E TrC make sure (x,,x] CO, and some G E ?$. Furthermore 
take care that x,tx. 
Now define 0, = ((x~,x] ]XE Ty/l) U {(x} Ix@ rr/l}. Then {@,},,, is a 
development for T. For XE TpC the proof is as in 2. For xt$ TrC it suffices to 
observe that (St(x, %‘,,)},., is a local base at x and that if x4 0, then St(x, &) c 
CSt(x, “u,) for all mLn. 0 
Finally we would like to supplement Fleissner’s question by the following 
one: 
2.4. QUESTION. Must an ml-tree with a Gd-diagonal be perfect? 
A positive answer would both solve Fleissner’s question and improve 
theorem 2.1. 
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ADDED IN PROOF 
Recently S. Todorc’eviC constructed a model of set theory in which there exists a perfect tree 
which is not developable. In addition we have that in this model all trees with a Ga-diagonal are 
perfect. 
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